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CORE VALUES
Integrity
Integrity is a cornerstone of our corporate culture. We honor our commitments and strive to
maintain employee, client and supplier cooperation based on mutual respect and transparency.
Throughout our activities, integrity strengthens our dedication to providing a genuine service and
upholds our commitment to sustain a high standard of operational excellence and ethical
conduct.
Employee ownership
HomaResidence encourages its employees to take
ownership and benefits from their expertise to drive
the success of the company. By working together to
uphold HomaResidence’s Company Vision and
Core Values, we are building a future dedicated to
sound leadership and personal responsibility.
Employees are encouraged to undertake initiatives
for the benefit of the company and actively
participate in furthering HomaResidences
development.
Creative thinking
We pride ourselves on being creative and pro-active problem solvers. We seek to find durable
solutions tailored to our clients’ needs. Through innovative thinking, we are driven to defy
parameters and seek cutting edge solutions that benefit our projects.
Talent recognition
Our teams’ skills and talents are highly recognized. By investing in their development
HomaResidence achieves greater collective success. Our internal relationships are built on trust,
integrity and transparent communication.

Safety
Safety is a consideration we take very seriously. Our
comprehensive safety systems and procedures are
developed, maintained and periodically reviewed and
upgraded. They cover all aspects of our involvement,
from office practices, to structural design, to production
facilities and site installations.

DESIGN & ENGINEERING
HomaResidence Engineering Department handles complex designs from the preliminary stages
and throughout the project implementation.

Challenges are the driving force behind the creativity and ingenuity of Glassine’s Design &
Engineering Department. Our team’s technical expertise and enthusiasm for new solutions is
involved in the early design development stages of a project with a continuous search for
individual solutions. Through close cooperation with the client, the architect and the consultant as
well as a detailed understanding of the project requirements, Glassline secures a head start both
on the technical and the execution level.

Glassline’s extensive international and multi-disciplinary experience in designing building
envelopes as well as an in-depth knowledge of industry products & technologies enables us to
provide tailor-made solutions that meet the most stringent needs in terms of reliability, safety, cost
effectiveness, esthetics and strict compliance to international norms.

PRODUCTION
HomaResidence houses under one roof a full
production chain to give our clients access to the
widest spectrum of technologies and materials, and
cater to the needs of our projects in terms of customdesigned architectural metal works and full-range of
glazing systems.
Our in-house production capabilities keep us in full
control of time, quality and cost throughout our
activities, hence ensuring our commitment to fulfill our
clients’ satisfaction.

Our Metal factories in Tehran
produce a full range of systems
covering: conventional, structurally
glazed or unitized curtain walls,
sliding & casement doors &
windows, architectural metal
cladding, aluminum screens,
partitions and louvers.
Our Metal & Stainless-Steel
workshops produce architectural
metal works for skylights, supporting
structures for glazing and aluminum
systems, tension rod structures, point
fixed system and balustrades.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
& EXECUTION
HomaResidence’s Project Management
Department employs a team of highly
qualified, dynamic and multi-disciplinary
engineers with extensive local and
international experience in design and
execution of complex building envelopes,
metallic structures, roofs and skylights.
Our Project Managers attest to the company’s
culture by nurturing a close and transparent
relationship with all project stakeholders,
implementing the best practices and
overseeing the project’s development while
focusing on quality, time, cost and client
satisfaction.

HomaResidence’s Project Management
team’s know-how in successfully handling
large scale multi-trade projects extends from
planning to turnkey implementation.
Thanks to systematic project organization,
outstanding technical competence in
installation methodologies including detailed
erection plans, work instructions as well as
safety concepts and comprehensive quality
control system, our projects are executed in
high quality and in a timely manner.

GLASS FACADE

Curtain Wall
Curtain walls are non-load bearing
curtain-like structures attached to the
floor of the building in which the façade
is to be incorporated. Such facades
have to support only their weight and
not the dead load weight imposed by
the building. Connections exist between
the curtain wall and the building’s
columns and floors so that the weight of
the wind can be transferred from the
façade. These types of facades are both
aesthetically pleasing and exceedingly
functional, providing resistance to wind
and water infiltration. Resistance to
seismic forces and a thermal barrier is
also provided by such glass facades.

Curtain walls can be customized
according to the need of the building
and the design choice of the client. It
can take the form of many interesting
patterns and styles

Spider Facades
Both insulated glass units and single layer
glazing can be used in non-framed glazed
constructions forming facades of buildings or
specific fragments thereof. For this purpose,
hardened glazing with special point-shape
fastenings is used. Glazing with point-shape
fastenings with the help of special details –
"spiders" is fastened to columns, building
roofings, walls or specially equipped metal
structures. Seams between the glasses are
filled with special sealant.

Advantages of spider facades

Non-framed glazed structures are the perfect secondary facade: they give excellent looks to the
building, significantly reduce external noise level, improve micro-climate of the building. Such a
facade causes greenhouse effect and provides extra heat insulation in the wintertime, while in the
summertime it causes chimney effect resulting in additional ventilation of the building.

Glass Handrail

A glass railing usually consists of 3
sections. First, you mount the railing’s
base shoe on top of a floor (top
mount) or to its vertical fascia (facia
mount). You then install glass infills into
the base shoe. Lastly, you attach a
topping (a cap rail or U-profile to the
top of the glass or handrail resting on
handrail brackets to the side of the
glass). A topping is not always
compulsory though. Check the
regulations that apply in your country,
to see whether you can opt for
absolute minimalism and can do
without a top rail.

Three types of glass railing bases
are available from Q-railing: base
shoes, base glass clamps and glass
adapters. The type of base that
you choose determines not only
the look but also the strength of the
end result.

A glass of appropriate thickness, when used as a
railing, can provide transparency and, when
engineered properly, can provide structural
performance too and is generally sought in
commercial applications (such as in malls) and
certain domestic villas.

Glass interior partition

HomaResidence interior partition systems present a balanced approach to creating inspiring
interiors. Glass partitions and walls create elegant and clean sightlines that are unmatched by
other materials.

Honesty is our Best Policy
………
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